FLAGGING, OWNERSHIP, AND CHARTERING
THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO TRI-JURISDICTIONAL PLANNING FOR
SUPERYACHT OWNERSHIP AND MONETISATION

Executive Summary
Yacht ownership is complex, which is quite reasonable given the value, mobility, and technical qualities of
the asset in question. Some yachting advisors choose to reduce this complexity by opting for a single
jurisdiction through which to manage a given yacht, but in many cases this is to miss an opportunity. Others
are simply unaware that a multi-jurisdictional model is possible, to the same result. In fact, a properly
constituted yacht administration structure can take advantage of the particular benefits of several different
jurisdictions at once. This paper outlines the different considerations involved in choosing jurisdictions and
how to build a multi-jurisdictional administration plan.
We focus on European arrangements in this document, as the superyacht industry is highly concentrated in
the Mediterranean. Europe is the leading region for superyacht building, holding a market share of
approximately 80%. However, many of the points made in this document are equally applicable to nonEuropean yachts, particularly those areas such as the GCC which have or are introducing VAT-like taxes.
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Superyacht Structuring
When an individual is considering the ownership and operation of an asset as complex and valuable as a superyacht, for
whatever reason, they are not likely to do so in their own personal capacity and would generally look to establish an
owning entity/structure. In the first instance, establishing an appropriate ownership and use structure would provide
the benefits and protection of asset segregation and limitation of liability; in addition, a carefully established ownership
structure could also unlock fiscal and other advantages.
Although ownership structuring may be dauntingly complex, it has today become one of the most important matters to
take into consideration not solely when purchasing a new vessel, but also on an ongoing basis thereafter. In today’s
dynamic environment, legal, tax, and other variables are constantly changing and hence one would be naive to assume
they have established a perfect and fool proof structure that does not need to be revisited.

“An appropriate structure provides the benefits of asset segregation
and limitation of liability... plus potential fiscal advantages.”

Flag, Ownership, and Use
Upon deciding to purchase a new yacht, one must seek to choose the most suitable jurisdiction(s) from which to
operate, own, and register it. Many people assume they need to pick one jurisdiction in which to do all of this, but this
is not the case. Indeed, picking just one severely limits your options as an owner or manager. In some cases, the ideal
structure may use three separate jurisdictions. Let’s start by clarifying what we mean by flagging, ownership, and use.

Flag Jurisdiction

Ownership Jurisdiction

Use Jurisdiction

The country or governmental

The country where the

The country the vessel will

entity under whose laws a

ownership structure is

operate from, such as the state

vessel is registered, which has

incorporated or where the

from which it is chartered or

authority and responsibility to

ownership structure maintains

leased or where the home

enforce regulations.

its principal place of business

berth is located.
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Choosing Your Jurisdictions
Three key questions which should always be considered at an early stage of the decision-making process for yacht
ownership are; why am I buying this yacht, where do I want to cruise and how can I ensure I operate this luxury asset in
the safest and most efficient manner possible?
These key questions, expanded in more detail below, are an excellent starting point when considering how to
streamline and structure the complex matter of ownership of yachts.

Purpose: why am I buying the yacht?
When evaluating yacht ownership, the top priority should be to determine the actual intended use of the vessel rather
than to focus on its registration or fiscal status as a motive. This ultimately means that one should establish whether the
yacht is to be used privately or on a commercial basis.
Provided that an individual has purchased the yacht for his own personal use, one would need to consider their
residence and where they are intending to use the yacht when putting in place an appropriate ownership structure.
On the other hand, should the owner of a vessel wish to utilise the yacht commercially, so make her available for
charter, the next questions would naturally be – where is the owner intending to make the yacht available for charter?
Who will the potential users of the vessel be? And what are their nationalities? The answers to these questions would
inevitably give rise to various implications which an owner would need to examine when looking to establish and create
a new and efficient ownership structure.
One must keep in mind that EU VAT may attach to the yacht regardless of the ultimate beneficial owner and her flag, as
this would be dependent on where the yacht is physically located, and in the case of a commercial vessel, where she is
chartered.

Location: where is the yacht based?
Once aspects regarding the ultimate utilisation of the vessel have been identified, an extremely important factor to
consider is whether the yacht will be based in EU waters or not. Both the residence of the ultimate beneficial owner
and whether the ultimate beneficial owner will be making the yacht available for charter, would generally weigh heavily
on this decision.
Should it be established that the yacht is to enter and operate within European territorial waters, VAT will always
become one of the most important factors to be considered when establishing and running a yacht owning structure.
Most people are under the impression that the application of EU VAT legislation is practically identical in all member
states, yet this is not necessarily correct. While VAT legislation is theoretically meant to be harmonised across the EU, in
fact member states can and do interpret and apply EU VAT legislation as they see fit, giving rise to sometimes extremely
diverse interpretations and applications across countries and in some cases even between ports within the same
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country. To make the scenario more confusing, VAT considerations may also vary from season to season as some
member states may change their policy and interpretation of VAT legislation and the Union Customs Code.

Flag: which flag is the best?
After evaluating the above factors, it would also be opportune to consider the registration of the vessel. Although all
the above considerations would weigh on the choice of a vessel’s flag, this does not necessarily mean that the flag state
should be the same as the country of operation or indeed jurisdiction of ownership or even fiscal registration for that
matter.
The flag state is the country or governmental entity under whose laws a vessel is registered or licensed, and has the
authority and responsibility to enforce regulations over vessels registered under its flag, including those relating to
inspection, certification, and issuance of safety and pollution prevention documents.
When coming to a decision regarding the flag of a vessel, one must therefore also take into consideration the following
actors:


The yacht – physical characteristics of the yacht (age, length, tonnage, specification, coding).



The maturity, stability, and reputation of the country and its flag.



Compliance with international standards and regulations.



The requirements, process, and fees relating to the registration of the vessel, as well as the level of service
provided by the registry.

Tying them together
Although one may argue that the above three sections overlap in many of their considerations, each of the above
aspects must be treated firstly as independent considerations and secondly as a global and holistic decision. It would be
prudent to consider all three questions at an early stage when considering a yacht purchase as often late and rushed
decisions can lead to issues which may complicate the use and enjoyment of the yacht at a later stage.
The involvement of well informed and experienced advisors in these discussions is vital to ensure a compliant and
efficient operating structure is established. A properly constituted operating structure with all component parts working
together will give you peace of mind to enjoy your yacht stress free.
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An out of date ownership
structure could lead to the
arrest of a vessel, cancellation
of charters, potentially
draconian penalties… and
ultimately cost the owner a
small fortune.
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Case Study 1: Private Non-EU yacht ownership

Non-EU
ultimate beneficial owner





Non-EU owning company

Non-EU flagged vessel

Temporary importation for VAT purposes.
No connection to EU, private use only.
Must be used with caution to avoid issues.

Where the ultimate beneficial owner of a vessel is to be a non-EU individual, looking to own the vessel on a purely
private basis, it would be preferable to establish an offshore structure as well as ensure that the yacht is flagged outside
EU territories. This will enable the owner to benefit from temporary importation relief.
Vessels owned by non-EU residents and registered outside the EU are entitled to tax free importation into the EU,
provided that the vessel is not chartered or otherwise used commercially. In the scenario portrayed in the diagram
above, one would therefore be entitled to avail of the said temporary importation relief.
This procedure requires the yacht to call at an EU country and be subjected to the temporary importation procedure
with that country’s customs authorities. The owner would subsequently be able to use the yacht freely in EU waters,
and therefore the yacht can move from one member state to another with no further customs formalities, for the
permitted period of 18 months. Before the prescribed period has elapsed, the yacht would be required to exit EU
waters, however the yacht would immediately be able to reapply for another period of 18 months of temporary
importation by returning to EU territory after calling at a non-EU port.
Since the vessel will only be imported into the EU for a temporary period, and hence will only be in free circulation
within the EU for a prescribed period, the owner of the yacht would not be subject to the standard rates of VAT payable
on the capital value of the yacht. Non-EU yachts which remain within EU waters for over the permitted period must
however be imported, and VAT paid on the value of the yacht.
Although this concept is workable and acceptable throughout the EU, this must be utilised with caution, whilst ensuring
that the ultimate beneficial owner as well as the vessel’s users are not in any way connected with the EU. One must also
strictly ensure that the vessel is utilised purely for private purpose rather than a commercial purpose.
From a VAT cost perspective, as there is no economic activity there is no charter VAT or indeed any other output VAT
due. Equally, however, input VAT on expenditure incurred by the yacht owning entity is generally not recoverable.
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Case Study 2: Private EU yacht ownership





EU

EU domiciled

EU or non-EU

ultimate beneficial owner

lessor company

flagged vessel

The owning company leases the vessel back to the UBO.
Private use only.
No requirement for an EU flag on the vessel.

Where the ultimate beneficial owner of a vessel is an EU national/resident, looking to own the vessel on a private, noncommercial basis, an owner should ideally consider establishing an ownership structure which is EU based.
Once an EU resident individual or corporate body owns the vessel, it will have the right to free movement within the EU
provided VAT has been paid on the vessel in one of the EU member states.
In this scenario, when deciding which flag state would be the most suitable, one has the possibility of considering
options both within the EU and outside the EU, although most owners would prefer to opt for an EU flag due mostly to
reputational factors. Contrary to popular belief, should an owner prefer to opt for a non-EU flag in this instance, this
should be workable and have no effect on the structuring or the use of the vessel.
Once an individual has decided to purchase a yacht, it would be wise to immediately establish the appropriate structure
to purchase the vessel directly through the entity rather that in the owner’s personal name. Doing so would enable an
owner to avail themselves of available leasing programmes.
There are currently various leasing programmes available in the EU. Efficient programmes offer yacht owners looking to
buy a new yacht attractive VAT mitigation possibilities. Furthermore, upon finalising the lease programme, the vessel
will be considered ‘EU VAT paid’ and free to navigate in EU waters without any restrictions.
When utilising these programmes, the company through which the owner has purchased the vessel would generally be
required to enter into a leasing agreement whereby it, as the lessor, contracts the use of the vessel to the ultimate
beneficial owner as the lessee, in return for a consideration. In addition, at the end of the lease period, the lessee may
opt to purchase the vessel at a percentage of the original price.
For the purposes of VAT, the lease of the vessel is a supply of services with the right of deduction of input VAT by the
lessor. This supply of services is taxable according to the use of the vessel attributed within the territorial waters of the
EU. This is based on the effective use and enjoyment provisions of the EU VAT Directive, and is determined using predefined percentages according to the size and means of propulsion of the yacht (sailing versus motor), that result in a
mitigated effective rate of VAT.
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Case Study 3: Fully Commercial Charter Structure





EU or non-EU

EU domiciled

Ultimate Beneficial Owner

owning company

EU flagged vessel

VAT deferment may be available.
May opt for a yacht leasing scheme.
An EU flag is preferable to avoid problems in certain member states.

In this scenario, whether a vessel is acquired domestically, from outside the EU or another member state, the VAT due
upon the purchase of the vessel could be reclaimable and potentially even deferred.
Once purchased, since in this scenario the owner of the yacht is intending to place the yacht into the EU for a purely
commercial purpose, the yacht would need to undergo the relevant VAT and customs procedures to subsequently be
imported into the EU. In this instance although it would be preferable for the yacht to be registered in an EU member
state as mentioned earlier, the owner is free to choose between an EU and a non-EU flag, as this would have no direct
consequences on the ownership structure and its obligations.
When establishing an ownership structure for a vessel, it is important to remember that confusion could arise should an
owner decide to mix EU structures with non-EU flags, as this might trigger VAT liabilities and other consequences which
would otherwise not be applicable.
When opting for VAT deferment (where available), rather than paying the VAT due upon the purchase of the yacht and
then applying for a refund, the purchaser would be granted a delay on the VAT payment period. In other words, instead
of paying the standard rate of VAT upon importation, the VAT would be accounted for in the VAT return itself, ensuring
a neutral VAT cash flow impact. Having said this, should the owner wish to obtain a ‘VAT paid’ status for the vessel, they
may also take advantage of the leasing programmes mentioned above, in conjunction with VAT deferment. This would
allow the owner to pay VAT on the vessel gradually throughout the leasing period at a mitigated rate.
Chartering a yacht in EU waters is treated as supply of services and is therefore a taxable supply for VAT purposes. This
would mean that the owner of the vessel will be liable to register for VAT with and account to the VAT authorities of the
member state in which he is providing such services in respect of any charter hire made within EU waters. Typically,
therefore, a commercial charter structure operating in EU waters would be required to manage multiple VAT
registrations in different Member States, and may need to appoint fiscal representatives in certain countries to ensure
that its VAT compliance obligations are properly fulfilled.
The VAT rules and applicable rates vary according to the jurisdiction in which the charter commences, and possibilities
for VAT rate mitigation also exist in this respect in a number of countries including France, Italy, and Malta.
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With more EU states implementing withholding taxes on superyacht
ownership structures in jurisdictions without double tax treaties, many
yacht owners are flocking to Malta, which is inside the EU.
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Popular Jurisdictions
EU Member: Malta
The nation of Malta is a fully independent, ex-British jurisdiction located south of Sicily. It is ideally situated in the heart
of the Mediterranean and has been a full EU member state since 2005.
Since joining the EU Malta has steadily grown its services for the European yachting industry and is now considered the
pre-eminent European yachting jurisdiction. The Malta yacht leasing scheme, for example, has been wildly successful in
the intervening years and is now the most popular in Europe, whilst its flag registration is also now the most popular in
the region. Malta sits on the white list of the Paris Memorandum of Understanding.
One of the key reasons the Maltese flag is so popular is that it has highly responsive 24-7 service, including detailed VAT
knowledge that has made its VAT deferment scheme extremely pain-free for yacht owners. These aren’t the only
benefits, however, as Malta also offers:


Low company formation, ship registration, and tonnage costs.



A competitive tax regime.



Excellent physical facilities for superyachts.



No restrictions on sale or mortgaging, and the ability to register yachts still under construction.



English speaking with an Anglo-Saxon legal and business heritage.

Non-EU: The Isle of Man
The Isle of Man is a Crown Dependency of the UK with fully independent domestic legislation, located in the Irish Sea
between Britain and Ireland. It is part of the Red Ensign Group.
The Isle of Man’s commercial yacht register was launched in 2002 and quickly became recognised as an internal flag of
choice. It was this island which originally wrote the MCA large yacht code (LY2). Like Malta, it also offers an extremely
experienced and customer-focused registry that responds to needs much faster than those of the larger jurisdictions.
Currently the Isle of Man is part of the EU (through an agreement with the UK) for the purposes of VAT and Customs
purposes, so full yacht import and VAT deferment is an option for yachts delivered in Northern European shipyards, or
cruising from the US. This may change after Brexit, however. Otherwise, the Isle of Man is not considered a part of the
EU in legal or regulatory terms.
The Isle of Man offers a legal and business system very like that of the UK and is English speaking.
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Whose responsibility is proper structuring?
Although a yacht manager may be the preferred main point of contact and/or seen as the adviser to the ultimate
beneficial owner in terms of the operation and management of the yacht, matters relating to structuring and VAT
formalities should always remain with a suitable specialist advisor which may reside within a corporate service provider
or commercial multi-family office.
It is strongly recommended that your advisor revisits, checks, and maintains your ownership structure on a regular
basis, to ensure that it is still current and compliant whilst operating efficiently. In particular, a structure should always
be up to date with the most recent and relevant requirements in order to ensure its relevance and robustness when
operating a commercial charter vessel within EU waters.
An out of date structure or one that no longer works from a VAT perspective could lead to the arrest of a vessel,
cancellation of charters, and potentially draconian penalties - and ultimately a big inconvenience to the ultimate
beneficial owner, which could also end up costing a small fortune.
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Further Information
We have tried to cover all the key information for yacht owners and managers in this guide. If you would like to know
more about this topic, however, please get in touch with us directly. We are always happy to provide more information,
with no hidden fees or charges. Our experts on this topic are Ann and Rachael. Their direct contact details are below
and they can be contacted during European office hours.

Ann Baldacchino
Yachting Specialist
+356 2134 1857
abaldacchino@bostonmfo.com
Connect on LinkedIn

Rachael Hughes
Business Development
+44 1624 692769
rhughes@bostonmfo.com
Connect on LinkedIn
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